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The role of information in a CDA model
The aim of the present work is to investigate the role of information in a stock
market by means of agent based models. That is, we will first see how stock
market prices are determined by the trading strategies (which are, at first
glance, roughly random) followed by buyers and sellers in the market. Then
we will introduce the possibility that some agents (informants) receive (and
eventually spread) some information relevant for their trading choices and
we will introduce as well other kinds of behavior, such as that of imitators
(i.e., agents following other agents’ behavior) and insiders (i.e., agents taking
advantage from information obtained illegally).
The structure of the work is the following:
• In the first part, we will describe the general behavior of stock market
prices (at least because we want the times series generated through the
agent based model to be consistent with the evidence), then we will
describe the basic agent based model (ABM) in the field, the Santa Fe
Artificial Stock Market, and finally the Continuous Double Auction,
which is the basis of our model. A short introduction to the model is
included.
• In the second part, we will describe how the model has been implemented through ABMs.
• In the third part, we will present and comment the results of the simulations.

1

Behavior of stock market prices

Before studying the behavior of agents, it is worth to present briefly the
consequences of such a behavior, namely the stock market prices. Figure 1
shows some typical time series of stock market prices.

1.1

Random walk theories

In the first half of the last century there was no agreement about the approach to use in order to study stock market prices.1 The debate was roughly
between:
1

For the following, see [1] as reference.
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Figure 1: Close prices of Apple Inc. (AAPL) in the week 03/05-03/09/2018
(NasdaqGS, currency in USD) [Source: Yahoo! Finance, http://finance.
yahoo.com/quote/AAPL].
• chartist theories, according to which the analysis of past behaviors of
prices is useful information to predict future behavior of stock prices.2
• random walk theories, according to which daily price changes can
be regarded as independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random
variables and thus stock prices at a given time are sums of such variables. As a consequence, stock market prices have to be considered
unpredictable or, at least, predictions cannot be based on the past behavior of prices but rather on predictions of events which can affect
prices.
Both the statistical analysis of the empirical facts and the development of
a sophisticated theory of stochastic processes lead the latter to be broadly
accepted over the former.
Thus, the behavior of stock prices can be regarded as a stochastic process
X = (Xt )t∈T , where T is an index set.3 In the discrete case we can write
2

It is possible, employing different levels of complexity, to shape agents’ behavior in
our model (which will be explained in the later sections) in such a way that they actually
analyze trends in the series of stock prices and, upon this analysis, they take their choices.
However, this kind of behavior is not included in our model.
3
T is interpreted as the set in which the time takes values and it is typically N (if we
regard the process as discrete) or R+ (if the process is continuous).
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Xt = X 0 +

t
X

ξi

i=1

If ξi ’s are i.i.d., the process is indeed a random walk with the price changes
Xt+1 − Xt ∼ µ(dξ)
conforming to some probability distribution µ. Assuming µ is the normal
distribution4 , the analogous continuous process is the so-called Brownian
motion.
The strongest assumption in the theory above is of course the independence
of the price changes, namely that for each t
P{Xt = x|xt−1 , xt−2 , ...} = P{Xt = x}
To understand this, we should distinguish:
• the intrinsic value of the stock, which depends on economic and political factors5 which in turn affects the company’s expected earnings.
These values are uncertain and change due to actual or anticipated
change in the factors previously mentioned.
• the execution price of the stock, i.e. the price at which it is actually
traded, which depends essentially by psychological factors.
When we will model agents’ behavior we will keep track both of the noise due
to psychological factors (through random agents mentioned above) and of the
effects of new information (through informant and insider agents): this could
lead to the break of the independence assumption, since good information
promotes good behavior which in turns may promote good information again,
4

This is a consequence of Central Limit Theorem. Fama in [1] claims that the distribution of price changes should be in fact stable Paretian, with characteristic exponent
α such that 1 < α < 2 (in the case α = 2 the distribution is normal). Stable Paretian
distribution is invariant under addition and it is the only limiting distribution of sums of
i.i.d. random variables; for this reason, a generalized version of Central Limit Theorem is
used, which in fact holds also in case of infinite variance.
5
When we say political factors we may refer to both policy making decisions taken by
governments or electoral outcomes, politicians’ announcements, etc. The latter may have
a greater effect than the former when they are relatively unexpected.
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and since some individuals may affect other individuals’ estimates (we will
shape this possibility through imitator agents).
Nevertheless, independence may continue to be preserved through the actions
of well-informed traders, which, selling after bad news and buying after good
news, cancel these effects. Moreover, we may also assume that the news
arrives independently and only later introduce the possibility that good news
is more probable than bad news or vice-versa.
Since the late 1980’s, however, a lot of empirical studies report that stock
returns6 can be predicted, by e.g., past returns, price multiples (price/dividend ratio, price/earnings ratio, price/GDP ratio), short-term interest rate,
wealth/consumption ratio, house collateral ratio, etc. There is still a lot of
debate in academic literature about predictability.
In any case, our aim is to see how agent’s aggregate behavior may affect stock
market prices and we will not perform any statistical analysis of the results
(even if possible).

1.2

Santa Fe Artificial Stock Market

In Section 1.1 we looked merely at the behavior of stock market prices. Now
we discuss how agents’ trading behavior shapes market dynamics. We don’t
go into the details of the traditional approach to this topic. It suffices to
point out that it is generally assumed that individuals have simple constant
relative risk aversion (CRRA) preferences and individual i’s demand for stock
at time t is given by
xit =

Eit [Pt+1 + Dt+1 ] − (1 + rf )Pt
γσP2 +D,i

where p represents the price, d the dividend, rf the risk free rate, γ the
coefficient of absolute risk aversion and σP2 +D,i the conditional variance of
the forecast. Furthermore, the conditional expectation is often assumed to
be linear in P and D, i.e. Eit [Pt+1 + Dt+1 ] = aj (Pt + Dt ) + bj . Then one could
look for the rational expectations equilibrium of the market. This approach
to design agents’ decision-making process in a stock market has many limits
6

Formally, the return of a stock (or, in general, an asset) is defined as rt+1 =
= Rt+1 − 1, where rt+1 is the net return, Rt+1 the gross return and Dt+1
the dividend. In our model individuals are interested in cash and stocks and don’t receive
dividends during the simulation.
Pt+1 +Dt+1 −Pt
Pt
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which we do not discuss. We try in this work to overcome these limits by the
use of agent based modeling, which allows to investigate the impact of group
behavior, social learning, etc. without making strong assumptions such as
that of rationality.
One of the first agent-based stock markets was the Santa Fe Institute
Artificial Stock Market (SFI)7 , which was developed in the late 1980’s
and early 1990’s. We discuss this model not only because it was historically
relevant in the development of agent-based markets, but also because it has
been really a basis for the development of our model. In particular, we cite
two features of this model, which is worth to keep in mind.
Prices and trades In the SFI agents first decide to buy or sell depending
on the states of the world (i.e. the particular realizations of some random
variable), then the trading is performed in the following way: one agent
announces his own price, determined through a forecasting algorithm, and
the market search a matching between his request and the other buyers’ or
sellers’ requests. If there is matching, 1 share of stock is traded. At the end
time t the number of buyers and sellers, respectively Bt and St , is used to
determine a price adjustment reflecting either the excess demand or supply:
pt+1 = pt + λ(Bt − St )
where λ is a parameter.
Ecology of strategies In order to study the success of the various trading
strategies, an ecology setting is considered. That is, the number of individuals
following a particular strategy at time t is determined by the amount of cash
and stocks (relative to the other agents) the individual following that strategy
gained at time t − 1. It is then a sort of fitness-dependent selection.

1.3

Continuous Double Auction: the model

The framework of our work is the Continuous Double Auction (CDA),
a both economic and game-theoretic tool which is optimal to shape modern
stock markets.
7

See [3] as reference.
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1.3.1

Agents

The agents, even if they differ by the strategies adopted, own two commodities:
• stock, which is indivisible (i.e. positive and integer-valued)
• cash, which is divisible (i.e. positive and real-valued)
Furthermore, the agents can take the following actions: they can pass (i.e.
not participating at the trading) or not pass; in the latter case, they can:
• buy: the agent declares the price she is willing to pay 1 unit of stock,
called bid. The price is another variable stored for each agent: it is
updated at each t in which the agent does not pass depending on the
decision rules she follows.8
• sell: the agent declares the price she is willing to receive for 1 unit of
stock, called ask price.
1.3.2

Price formation

We now see how agents decide their bids or asks. We consider four different
strategies and we refer to agents depending on the strategy they are following:
1. random agents: they randomly choose whether to pass or not pass
with a fixed probability. If they do not pass, they decide to buy or
sell with probability 21 . The bid/ask price announced if buyer/seller is
determined as the last execution price9 plus a noise which is modeled
by a normal random variable.
2. informant agents: in our model we introduce some information10
which occurs randomly (but with a fixed probability) and which is
8

Decision rules are discussed below, at Section 1.3.2.
The execution price is the price at which the stock has been traded. When agents at
time t choose the price depending on the execution price at t − 1, we refer to execution
price as the last day’s execution price of the last trade. We don’t care if it is a bid or an
ask.
10
New information may regard success or failure of a current research, the introduction
of taxes on the company’s products by the government or a foreign country, etc. However,
we focus not on the information itself, but on the effect of several agents following an
information.
9
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known only to some agents, the informants and the insiders described
below. Such information can be positive (which means that it is profitable to buy stocks) or negative (it is profitable to sell). Informant
agents trust this kind of news with some fixed probability. If there
is no news (or, equivalently, neutral news occurs) or the agent does
not trust in the news, she behaves exactly as a random agent. If she
trusts the news or news is so strong or evident that is not put in doubt,
then the agent chooses a high bid price if buyer (and such a situation
occurs if the news is positive) or a low ask price if seller (in the situation of negative news). The informant are so-called not only because
they know some information and take advantage of it but they also
may spread this information to another class of agents, the imitators
(described below).
3. imitator agents: these agents simply imitate the actions taken by
neighbors which are informant. In our model they are considered simply
as carriers of information.
4. insider agents: they take illegally some information and trust it always; then, they behave like informants except for the fact that they
do not influence imitators. In our model they receive news which are
undoubtedly true and thus can be different from the news received by
informant agents above with a fixed probability.
1.3.3

Trading process

After prices to propose have been decided by potential buyers and sellers, we
need a matching process between bids and asks to make the trading possible.
First of all, in a trade the ask price is always slightly higher than the bid
price. The trading then occurs every time there is an ask greater than a
bid and the matching is performed between the lowest of the asks and the
highest of the bids.

2

Agent Based Model

The model briefly presented at Section 1.3 has been implemented in NetLogo,
an agent-based programming language and integrated modeling environment

8
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designed by Uri Wilensky, director of Nothwestern University’s Center for
Connected Learning and Computer-Based Modeling, in 1999.
The basis of the code has been provided by professor Pietro Terna (University
of Turin).11 The complete code is reported in the appendix; an online version
is also provided at http://terna.to.it/tesineEconofisica/.

2.1

Interface and variables

In Figure 2 below the interface of the program is presented. Before discussing
how the program works and the objects of the interface, we define the breeds
and the global and turtle-related variables.12

Figure 2: Interface of the program.

2.1.1

Variables

In the following preamble the breeds, the turtle-related and global variables
are defined:
11

[5] URL is http://terna.to.it/econophysics18/NetLogo_examples/.
As regards the term turtle, in NetLogo there are four class agents: turtles, patches,
links and the observer. Besides the observer (that is, the user), which sets sliders and
switches in the interface and executes the program, the main class of agents of our program
is represented by the turtles: they move and act in the world and they represent the
individuals (buyers and sellers) in our artificial market.
12
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

breed
breed
breed
breed

[randomAgents randomAgent]
[informantAgents informantAgent]
[imitatorAgents imitatorAgent]
[insiderAgents insiderAgent]

turtles-own[buy sell pass price cash stocks]
globals [nAgents side step logB logS exePrice exePrice-1 news true_news]

Breeds The breeds are sets of agents which own the same variables and
have the same behavior. It is natural to define four breeds corresponding to
the four different trading strategies introduced at Section 1.3: randomAgents,
informantAgents, imitatorAgents and insiderAgents.
The variables owned by these turtles are listed below, whereas their behavior
is explained at Section 2.3, when procedure go is discussed.
Turtle-related variables As one can see in the code above, all the breeds
own six variables:
• buy, sell and pass are boolean variables which take value True if the
agent, respectively, is a potential buyer, a potential seller or she does
not trade for sure. Of course, if pass is True, then buy and sell are
automatically False; conversely, if one between buy and sell is True,
then pass is False. For each agent, the decision to buy, sell or pass
depends on her trading strategy, namely if she belongs to the breed of
random, informant, imitator or insider agents.
• price is a floating number which stores the proposed bid or ask price,
provided that the agent is potentially a buyer or a seller. Again, the
way agents decide the price depends on the breed they belong to.
• cash and stocks have the obvious meaning and are set equal to 0 at
t = 0 for every agent.
Global variables The first three variables below are just useful to arrange
the turtles in a grid.
• nAgents counts the total number of turtles.
• side: provided that we want to arrange the agents in a squared grid,
we divide the world in a number of squares equal to nAgents, each of
10
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these squares occupied by an agent; in the procedure setup, it is set
equal to the ceiling (i.e., the smallest following integer) of the square
root of nAgents.
• step: it represents the distance between each couple of neighbors
in the world; in the procedure setup, it is set equal to the ratio of
world-width13 and side.
• logB is a list of the bid prices: every time a potential buyer decides
a bid price, that value is appended to the list; every time a trade is
achieved, the value of the bid in that trade is removed. If the switch
cleanTheLogs is set to On, the list is empty at the beginning of every
tick.
• logS is defined as above, but it is related to ask prices.
• exePrice is the last execution price of the day, as defined at Section
1.3. It is set to the value 1000 at t = 0.
• exePrice-1 is the execution price of the previous day. It is stored as
a global variable because all the agents update their variable price
depending on exePrice-1, as it will be explained later.
• news is an integer variable taking values -2, -1, 0, 1 or 2. Positive values
stand for a state of the economy in which it is (implicitly) suggested to
buy, negative values for the opposite, whereas the value 0 does not affect agents’ decisions. As it is explained in the next Section, this global
variable takes values different from 0 with probability set by the slider
probabilityNews; provided that news takes a non-zero value, positive
values are by default as likely as negative values (i.e., the probability
of good news is 12 ), but it is possible to set the probability that positive
values occur using the slider probabilityGoodNews. Looking at absolute values, values 2 or -2 mean that the information is stronger (that
is, more trustworthy) than in the case news takes value 1 or -1. For
simplicity, we set the probability that strong news occur to 41 .
• true_news: in the model insider agents may receive news which is different from news above; we call this variable true_news, referring to
13

It is a built-in variable representing the size of width of the world. In our case each
side has length (in terms of patches) equal to 32.
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the assumption that insiders are actually able to take true information.14 This variable is drawn as follows: if news is equal to 2 or -2,
then true_news takes value 2 or -2 respectively as well, since we assume
that strong information is unlikely to be not true or not trusted; if news
is equal to 1 or -1, no matter how informant agents trust this news (i.e.
no matter the value trustLevel), then with a probability equal to the
value of the variable probabilityFakeNews, the value of true_news is
instead equal to 0; finally, if news is equal to 0, then true_news takes
value 1 or -1 with probability determined by probabilityGoodNews.
2.1.2

A closer look to the interface

Buttons There are two fundamental buttons:
• setup, which executes the procedure called with the same name, fully
explained at Section 2.2. The procedure setup basically creates all the
required agents as well as global and turtle-related variables.
• go, that executes the procedure go (see Section 2.3), which is the heart
of the program.
Sliders There are different sliders15 , which allow to set manually the number of the following variables:
• nRandomAgents, nInformantAgents, nImitatorAgents, nInsiderAgents
are used to set the number of agents for each of the breeds.
• passLevel defines the probability that a random agent (or, in general,
each agent acting randomly) decides to not to buy nor sell at the present
time. When an agent passes, her own variables (cash and stocks)
remain unchanged.
14

Even if news and true_news may differ and one is conceptually true whereas the other
is false, we are not concerned in the effects of agents following true or false information but
rather in agent sets following different information no matter their truth nor their impact
on stock’s intrinsic value.
15
All the sliders require a minimum and maximum value (as well as an increment and
a default value). In the program the number of each breed of agents ranges from 0 to 100,
whereas probabilities of course range from 0 to 1 (with increments of 0.01).
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• trustLevel: when informant agents receive a weak information, i.e.
when news takes value -1 or 1, they trust this information (then acting really as informant) with the probability indicated by the variable
trustLevel.
• probabilityNews: it is the probability that news takes a value different
from 0, i.e. that a non-irrelevant information is spread.
• probabilityGoodNews: it is the probability that, if news is different
from 0, it takes positive values.
• probabilityFakeNews: it is the probability that, if news is different
from 2 or -2, true_news takes value 0 when news is 1 or -1 or takes
value 1 or -1 when news takes value 0.
Switches In NetLogo switches allow to execute some commands if they are
set to On. We will use the following switches:
• cleanTheLogs cleans the lists logB and logS after each tick, which
corresponds e.g. to a day. In this way, unmatched asks or bids are
canceled and lists are empty at the beginning of the following day.
• floorActing increases the probability that a random agent decides to
buy rather than sell when the last day’s execution price of the stock is
too low: in particular when the price is less than 500, the probability
for an agent to buy (provided that she does not pass) increases from
0.5 to 0.8.
• moveAgents: the procedure setup arranges the agents in the grid. If
this switch is On, agents change position at every tick. This tool is
relevant only if the number of imitator agents is non-zero, as it will be
explained.
Plots
• exePrice is the plot of the execution price.
• Length of the logs B-S, Length of the log B and Length of the
log S have the obvious meaning.
• Length B-S vs.returns is the plot of the length of logB-logS w.r.t.
- exePrice-1
.
the returns exePrice
exePrice-1
13
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World The world is the two-dimensional square in the bottom-left of Figure 2. It illustrates the agents moving, changing color, creating links, etc. so
that the user can see what is happening at each tick.

2.2

Procedure setup

The procedure setup is crucial for the simulation: it creates the agents and
set global and turtle-related variables. The code is shown below.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

to setup
clear-all
set exePrice 1000
set exePrice-1 exePrice
set logB []
set logS []
set news 0
set true_news 0
reset-ticks
create-randomAgents nRandomAgents
create-informantAgents nInformantAgents
create-imitatorAgents nImitatorAgents
create-insiderAgents nInsiderAgents
set nAgents count turtles
set side ceiling (sqrt nAgents)
set step world-width / side
ask turtles
[
set color grey
set size 2
set stocks 0
set cash 0
]
ask randomAgents[set shape "person"]
ask informantAgents[set shape "person␣student"]
ask imitatorAgents[set shape "person␣service"]
ask insiderAgents[set shape "person␣business"]
let n 0
let x step / 2
let y step / 2
while [n < nAgents]
[
ask one-of turtles with [xcor = 0] [setxy x y]
set x x + step
if x > world-width [set x step / 2
set y y + step]
if y > world-width [set y step / 2]
set n n + 1
]
end

14
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In this procedure the shapes of the turtles are set in such a way that agents
are distinguishable by the user depending on their breed (besides the fact
that they buy, sell or pass). Figure 3 shows the turtle shapes used in our
program.

Figure 3: Turtle shapes used to distinguish turtles from different breeds.
Specifically, from left to right, we have a random agent (shape person), an
informant agent (shape person student), an imitator agent (shape person
service) and an insider agent (shape person business).
The last lines of the code have just the purpose to arrange the agents in the
world.

2.3

Procedure go

In this subsection we show really how the model has been implemented in
NetLogo; the code is shown below.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

to go
if moveAgents [ask turtles[setxy 0 0] move]
ifelse random-float 1 >
ifelse random-float 1
ifelse random-float
][
ifelse random-float
]
]

probabilityNews [set news 0][
< 0.25 [
1 < probabilityGoodNews [set news 2][set news -2]
1 < probabilityGoodNews [set news 1][set news -1]

ifelse abs(news) = 2 [set true_news news][
ifelse abs(news) = 1 [
ifelse random-float 1 < probabilityFakeNews[set true_news 0][set true_news news]
][ifelse random-float 1 < probabilityFakeNews [
ifelse random-float 1 < probabilityGoodNews [set true_news 1][set true_news
-1]][set true_news news]
]
]

15
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20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

ask randomAgents [randomDecision]
ask informantAgents [ifelse (news = 0 or (abs(news) = 1 and random-float 1 >=
trustLevel))[randomDecision][informantDecision]]
ask imitatorAgents [imitatorDecision]
ask insiderAgents [ifelse true_news = 0 [randomDecision][insiderDecision]]
if cleanTheLogs[
set logB []
set logS []
]
tick
ask turtles
[
trade
graph
]
end

2.3.1

News

In lines 4-10 and 12-18 the values of news and true_news are drawn depending on the values of probabilityNews, probabilityGoodNews and probabilityFakeNews
which have been set from the interface. The rules, already discussed at Section 2.1.2, are summarized in Figure 4.
2.3.2

Agents’ price decisions

We finally discuss how agents’ behavior in the price formation has been
implemented. This is the main variation with respect to the basic version.
Random agents The basic behavior is random: with probability passLevel
the agent decides to not to buy nor sell, otherwise she buys or sells with equal
probability. This probability is called threshold and it equal to 0.5 most
of the times; however, when floorActing is On and exePrice16 is less than
500, this variable is raised to 0.8 in order to make the stock more likely to
be bought and its price raised.
Depending on agents’ decision to be buyers, sellers or pass, they change color
in the following way:
16

Here, exePrice refers to the execution price of the previous day.

16
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Figure 4: Flowcharts showing how the values of news and true_news are
drawn. Probabilities are indicated above the arrows: p is probabilityNews,
g is probabilityGoodNews and q is probabilityFakeNews.
• if the agent buys, his color becomes green
• if he sells, his color becomes red
• if he passes, his color remains grey.
The rule above applies also to the other breeds. Finally, the value of exePrice
is stored in the (global) variable exePrice-1 and the price proposed (bid or
ask, depending on the agent being buyer or seller) is
price = exePrice-1 + ξ

17

(1)
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where ξ ∼ N (0, 100), that is a normal random variable with mean 0 and
standard deviation equal to 100. Thus, price is the realization of a normal
random variable with mean equal to previous day’s execution price of the
stock and standard deviation equal to 100.17
ask randomAgents [randomDecision]
to randomDecision
let threshold 0.5
if floorActing and exePrice < 500 [set threshold 0.8]
ifelse random-float 1 < passLevel [set pass True][set pass False]
ifelse not pass [ifelse random-float 1 < threshold [set buy True set sell False][set
sell True set buy False]]
[set buy False set sell False]
if pass [set color gray]
if buy [set color green]
if sell [set color red]
set exePrice-1 exePrice
set price exePrice + (random-normal 0 100)
end

Informant agents This set of agents simply establishes its decision on
the value taken by variable news and trustLevel. Specifically, if news is
positive, the agents buy; if it is negative, they sell. However, these decisions
are taken for sure if the absolute value of news is 2, whereas if it is equal
to 1 the agents trust news with probability trustLevel. Otherwise, if news
is equal to 0 or the absolute value of news is 1 and agents do not trust this
news, they just behave as random agents.
When informant agents have to announce a price, equation (1) again applies
(with plus sign if the agent buys, minus otherwise) but now ξ ∼ N (100, 50).
The different mean and standard deviation of this random variable can be
justified as follows: trivially, there is probability of 68.3% that a value ranging
from 50 and 150 is drawn, a probability of 95.4% for values between 0 and
200; thus there is a probability ∼ 0.13% that a negative value is drawn.
However, this is possible allowing agents to make a mistake.
ask informantAgents [ifelse (news = 0 or (abs(news) = 1 and random-float 1 >=
trustLevel))[randomDecision][informantDecision]]
17

Observe that ξ in (1) represents the change between today’s announced price and
yesterday’s price. Recalling the basic properties of Gaussian distribution, there is a probability of 68.3% that this change ranges from -100 and +100, a probability of 95.4% that
it ranges from -200 and +200 and finally a probability of 99.7% that it ranges from -300
and +300.
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to informantDecision
if news > 0 [
set pass False
set buy True
set sell False
set color green
set exePrice-1 exePrice
set price exePrice + random-normal 100 50
]
if news < 0 [
set pass False
set sell True
set buy False
set color red
set exePrice-1 exePrice
set price exePrice - random-normal 100 50
]
end

Imitator agents The behavior of this set of agents has been implemented
as follows: in the agent set of neighbors18 of the active imitator agent, one
informant agent which is not passing at that tick is picked (if there is more
than one, it is chosen randomly). Then the imitator takes the same decision
(to buy, sell or pass) of this agent. If there is no neighbor to imitate, the
agent acts as a random agent.
Price is determined similarly to the strategies above; however, the price difference is now ξ ∼ N (50, 50): the lower mean captures the fact that imitator
agents, since do not look at news as informants do, are less aware of the
profitability of the news.
ask imitatorAgents [imitatorDecision]
to imitatorDecision
let myNeighbors informantAgents with [pass = False] in-radius step
ifelse any? myNeighbors [
let myNeighbor one-of myNeighbors
create-link-with myNeighbor
ifelse [pass] of myNeighbor = True [set pass True][set pass False]
ifelse [buy] of myNeighbor = True [set buy True set color green][set buy False]
ifelse [sell] of myNeighbor = True [set sell True set color red][set sell False]
set exePrice-1 exePrice
set price exePrice + random-normal 50 50
]
18

In this particular model, we refer to neighbors as agents which are distant from the
active agent at most the variable side defined at Section 2.1.1.
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[randomDecision]
end

Insider agents Finally, insider agents act exactly as informant agents but
they look at the variable true_news rather than news. Moreover, they
trust every non-neutral information so they act as random agents only if
true_news is equal to 0.
We recall that news and true_news differ with probability given by the value
of probabilityFakeNews. Finally, now we have that ξ ∼ N (100, 25): the
mean is the same of informants’ random noise but it has lower variance since
we assume that insiders are certain of news.
ask insiderAgents [ifelse true_news = 0 [randomDecision][insiderDecision]]
to insiderDecision
if true_news > 0 [
set pass False
set buy True
set sell False
set color green
set exePrice-1 exePrice
set price exePrice + random-normal 100 25
]
if true_news < 0 [
set pass False
set sell True
set buy False
set color red
set exePrice-1 exePrice
set price exePrice - random-normal 100 25
]
end

In the remaining part of the procedure, the matching process of trading
is executed through the procedure trade and the plots of the simulation
are drawn with procedure graph (for the code of these procedures, see the
appendix).

3

Results and conclusions

In this final part of the essay, we discuss the results of the simulations performed with the NetLogo program described at Section 2.
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3.1

Simulations

In the following, the simulations are presented and commented. For brevity,
only the plots of the exePrice and of the Length of logs B-S are showed.
The complete plots of each simulation, together with the complete set of
values taken by the parameters, is included in the appendix.
Since we are concerned on how different strategies and different parameters
affect stock market prices, we separate these effects by the effect of different
sizes of the population of agents by simply performing simulations with a
fixed number of total agents; in particular, nAgents = 100. Moreover, we let
cleanTheLogs and floorActing always set to On.
We will proceed basically as follows: we will see the effect of changing a
parameter; then we will set it to a fixed reasonable value and let the others
changing.
3.1.1

Only random agents

We begin with a world 100 random agents. The total number of ticks is
50: if we interpret each tick as a day, the simulation covers 10 weeks. The
execution price behaves as in plots of Figure 5: we can somehow recognize
the random walk/Brownian motion pattern of Figure 1.
Effect of passLevel In this basic setting we can look at the effect of
different values of passLevel: for low or high values (passLevel = 0.20 and
passLevel = 0.80 in Figure 5, on the left and on the right respectively) we
find that the behavior is almost similar; however the flat lines in the case of
high values of passLevel just show that the number of quantities to plot is
lower than in the case of a low value of passLevel: trivially, if most of the
agents decide to pass, the total number of buyers and seller is lower as well
as the number of transactions. From now on, we fix passLevel = 0.20.
3.1.2

Introducing the informant agents

We now introduce the informant agents in the world. Given a fixed size of
the total number of agents equal to 100, we first see how markets react to
different frequencies of agents following the random strategy or the informant
strategy.
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Figure 5: Effect of different values of passLevel (0.20 on the left and 0.80
on the right) on the market. See Figure 14 and Figure 15 in appendix.
Frequency of informant agents We let the relevant parameters be equal
to conceivable values: trustLevel = 0.20, probabilityNews = 0.70 and
probabilityGoodNews = 0.50. We perform two simulations: in the first the
number of informant agents is 25 (thus the number of random agents is 75),
in the second it is equal to 75 (thus the number of random agents is 25).
Plots are represented in Figure 6.
It is clear than, when informant agents are relatively large in size with respect
to random agents, unmatched prices are really likely (as it is possible to
see from the plot Length of logs B-S): this happens because if at one tick
the number of buyers is very larger than the number of sellers or vice versa,
then it is impossible to match most of the requests.

Figure 6: Effect of different frequencies of informant agents and random
agents (respectively, 25/75 on the left and 75/25 on the right). See Figure
16 and Figure 17 in the appendix.
This fact can be seen in the limit case in which all the agents are informant
(Figure 7): unmatching is total and the execution price is almost flat. Therefore, a sufficient level of randomness is necessary for the market to work well
or, at least, to describe it reasonably.
Effect of probabilityNews In the remaining of this subsection we will set
nRandomAgents = nInformantAgents = 50 and trustLevel = 0.70. We now
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Figure 7: Limit case: all the agents are informant. See Figure 18 in the
appendix.
look at the effect of the parameter probabilityNews: we perform two simulations, one with probabilityNews = 0.25 and one with probabilityNews
= 0.75 (see Figure 8).
A first consequence of raising this parameter is that matching trades is less
likely, and this happens for the same reasons discussed above regarding the
effect of different frequencies of informant agents in the world: for a given
number of informant agents, in the extreme case of 100% probability of news,
we have full coordination of these agents at every tick for buying or selling.
The most important effect, which will arise often in the further discussion,
is the observation of a positive trend in the behavior of execution prices:
even when there is full symmetry between good and bad news (i.e., when
positive and negative values of news are equally likely), we have that:
• when news is good, prices rise because buyers are willing to pay more
and since we require that bids are higher than asks;
• when news is bad, prices actually do not fall because, even if sellers are
willing to receive less cash to sell stocks, random buyers are nevertheless
willing to pay more, since the random ask is very likely to be higher
than the bid proposed by the seller.
The only way to force a negative trend is to have a state of the world in which
the probability of bad news is higher than the probability of good news, as
we will see in the next paragraph.
Effect of probabilityGoodNews As anticipated, setting different values
of probabilityGoodNews can really affect the behavior of stock prices: in
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Figure 8: Effect of different values of probabilityNews (0.25 on the left and
0.75 on the right). See Figure 19 and Figure 20 in the appendix.
particular, bad news softens the tendency of the stock market to have a
positive trend, whereas positive news amplifies it (see Figure 9). Moreover,
setting a probability of good news different from 50% makes also the trade
matching even less likely, because there are too many buyers when news is
positive and too many sellers when news is bad.

Figure 9: Effect of different values of probabilityGoodNews (0.40 on the left
and 0.60 on the right). See Figure 21 and Figure 22 in the appendix.

Effect of trustLevel The effect of this parameter is clear: higher values reinforce coordination (and, in turn, positive trends and unmatching),
whereas low values create randomness. However, notice that this parameter is
endogenous (i.e., belongs to agent’s trading strategy), whereas probabilityNews,
as well as probabilityGoodNews and probabilityFakeNews, have to be considered exogenous.
In the following, we set trustLevel = 0.70, probabilityNews = 0.70, probabilityNews
= 0.50 and ticks = 50.
3.1.3

The role of imitators

We include now imitators in our model. We discuss first the effect of different
frequencies of these agents, then the effect of the switch moveAgents.
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Ratio of informant/imitator agents We claim that the effect of imitator agents emerges not only raising their frequency but it depends also
on the frequency of informant agents, since imitators, by definition, imitate
informants’ behavior.
We let nRandomAgents = 20. Consider the following two simulations: one
with 70 imitators (and thus, since the total number of agents is 100, 10
informant agents) and the other with 45 imitators and 35 informant agents
(see Figure 10 below). We may conclude that:
• when the ratio informant/imitator is low (e.g., 17 as in the plot below),
the market resembles the random situation, since most of the imitators
behave at every tick as random agents (there are few informant and
they can also be not neighbor of imitators);
• when the ratio informant/imitator is high (e.g., 79 ), almost everyone
follows the same information and takes approximately the same decision.

Figure 10: Effect of different frequencies of informant and imitator agents
(respectively, 10/70 on the left and 35/45 on the right). See Figure 23 and
Figure 24 in the appendix.

Effect of moveAgents At Section 2.1.2 we introduced the switch moveAgents,
that allows the program to switch the agents on the grid at every tick. If
the switch is Off, then the agents are constrained to interact always with
the same neighbors; this is very limiting: agents may interact with different
agent at each tick and so may be informed about the kind of news (neutral,
positive or negative) by different informant agents. Nevertheless, it could be
the case that imitators keep in touch always with the same people. Clearly,
in a realistic setting we should have some agents who pick information from
25
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different agents, others which pick information from the same agents, rather
than a On/Off opportunity.
However, we are interested in the effect of this initial shuffle of agents: the
case in which the switch is On amplifies the effect of information on the market
in the sense discussed above.

Figure 11: Effect of moveAgents (respectively, Off on the left and On on the
right). See Figure 25 and Figure 25 in the appendix.

3.1.4

Inclusion of insiders

Setting moveAgents to On, we finally include the insider agents in the simulations. Since insiders behave basically like informant (except for the fact
that they look at true_news rather than news and always trust this information) we are primarily interested in the effect of probabilityFakeNews, that
is the impact of lower or higher different in news moving informants’ decisions and news moving insiders’ decisions. Thus, we considered two extreme
cases (probabilityFakeNews = 0.10 and probabilityFakeNews = 0.90, see
Figure 12).
To highlight these effects we considered a world with nInformantAgents =
nInsiderAgents = 40 and nRandomAgents = nImitatorAgents = 10. Plots
below show that in the case in which the probability of different news is low,
few trades are realized (unmatching is really high), whereas the case in which
this probability is high corresponds to a situation resembling that in which
almost all the agents act randomly: this is, in a sense the case, because nearly
half of the world acts in a way and the other in the opposite way so that the
effect is like agents decide randomly to buy or sell. Conversely, since we have
considered a world in which only 10 agents act always randomly, if the news
are nearly the same at each tick, we register coordination in price decisions
and the considerations made for the case of 100 informant agents applies.
In Figure 13 we show a final simulation over a larger period of time (ticks
= 500).
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Figure 12: Effect of probabilityFakeNews (respectively, 0.10 on the left and
0.90 on the right). See Figure 27 and Figure 28 in the appendix.
• nRandomAgents: 30
• nInformantAgents: 20
• nImitatorAgents: 30
• nInsiderAgents: 20
• passLevel: 0.20
• trustLevel: 0.70
• probabilityNews: 0.70
• probabilityGoodNews: 0.50
• probabilityFakeNews: 0.40
• cleanTheLogs: On
• floorActing: On
• moveAgents: On

Figure 13

3.2

• ticks: 500

Conclusions

We conclude with a short summary of the results presented so far.
• The introduction of agents following some information and which take
a coordinate decision about buying, selling or passing has an evident
effect on the behavior of stock market prices: prices are likely to arise
and trade matching is less likely to occur. We may express this in other
words stating that informants’ expectations are self fulfilling.
• The effect above increases if trustLevel, probabilityNews and probabilityGoodNews
increase and probabilityFakeNews decrease (if the number of informant agents and insiders is comparable).
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• Imitator agents amplify this effect if there is sufficient information to
spread, that is when the ratio informant/agent is not too low and imitators have the possibility to interact with different agents.
• Insider agents may reintroduce some randomness in the market if the
news they follow are really different from news followed by informant
(i.e., probabilityFakeNews is high); otherwise, they contribute to the
self fulfilling prophecy effect.
Finally, a very limited list of possible extensions to the model is presented:
• The model may be extended with the introduction of other strategies,
e.g. agents which look at the trends of the market in order to decide
whether to buy or sell and at which price.
• Genetic algorithms may be used in order to find optimal parameters,
e.g. the optimal passLevel or trustLevel.19
• A tournament (like the one briefly described at Section 1.2) among
agents may be implemented to discuss the efficiency of the trading
strategies.
• News may really affect stock markets also having real consequences on
the intrinsic value of the stock: for example, one may introduce the
payment of dividends, with return depending on the information of the
previous day.

19

As observed previously, the other parameters are exogenous.
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Appendix
Simulations
• nRandomAgents: 100
• nInformantAgents: 0
• nImitatorAgents: 0
• nInsiderAgents: 0
• passLevel: 0.20
• trustLevel: 0.00
• probabilityNews: 0.00
• probabilityGoodNews: 0.00
• probabilityFakeNews: 0.00
• cleanTheLogs: On
• floorActing: On
• moveAgents: Off

Figure 14

• ticks: 50

• nRandomAgents: 100
• nInformantAgents: 0
• nImitatorAgents: 0
• nInsiderAgents: 0
• passLevel: 0.80
• trustLevel: 0.00
• probabilityNews: 0.00
• probabilityGoodNews: 0.00
• probabilityFakeNews: 0.00
• cleanTheLogs: On
• floorActing: On
• moveAgents: Off

Figure 15

• ticks: 50
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• nRandomAgents: 75
• nInformantAgents: 25
• nImitatorAgents: 0
• nInsiderAgents: 0
• passLevel: 0.20
• trustLevel: 0.70
• probabilityNews: 0.70
• probabilityGoodNews: 0.50
• probabilityFakeNews: 0.00
• cleanTheLogs: On
• floorActing: On
• moveAgents: Off

Figure 16

• ticks: 50

• nRandomAgents: 25
• nInformantAgents: 75
• nImitatorAgents: 0
• nInsiderAgents: 0
• passLevel: 0.20
• trustLevel: 0.70
• probabilityNews: 0.70
• probabilityGoodNews: 0.50
• probabilityFakeNews: 0.00
• cleanTheLogs: On
• floorActing: On
• moveAgents: Off

Figure 17

• ticks: 50
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• nRandomAgents: 0
• nInformantAgents: 100
• nImitatorAgents: 0
• nInsiderAgents: 0
• passLevel: 0.20
• trustLevel: 0.99
• probabilityNews: 0.99
• probabilityGoodNews: 0.50
• probabilityFakeNews: 0.00
• cleanTheLogs: On
• floorActing: On
• moveAgents: Off

Figure 18

• ticks: 50

• nRandomAgents: 50
• nInformantAgents: 50
• nImitatorAgents: 0
• nInsiderAgents: 0
• passLevel: 0.20
• trustLevel: 0.70
• probabilityNews: 0.25
• probabilityGoodNews: 0.50
• probabilityFakeNews: 0.00
• cleanTheLogs: On
• floorActing: On
• moveAgents: Off

Figure 19

• ticks: 100
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• nRandomAgents: 50
• nInformantAgents: 50
• nImitatorAgents: 0
• nInsiderAgents: 0
• passLevel: 0.20
• trustLevel: 0.70
• probabilityNews: 0.75
• probabilityGoodNews: 0.50
• probabilityFakeNews: 0.00
• cleanTheLogs: On
• floorActing: On
• moveAgents: Off

Figure 20

• ticks: 100

• nRandomAgents: 50
• nInformantAgents: 50
• nImitatorAgents: 0
• nInsiderAgents: 0
• passLevel: 0.20
• trustLevel: 0.70
• probabilityNews: 0.75
• probabilityGoodNews: 0.40
• probabilityFakeNews: 0.00
• cleanTheLogs: On
• floorActing: On
• moveAgents: Off

Figure 21

• ticks: 100
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• nRandomAgents: 50
• nInformantAgents: 50
• nImitatorAgents: 0
• nInsiderAgents: 0
• passLevel: 0.20
• trustLevel: 0.70
• probabilityNews: 0.75
• probabilityGoodNews: 0.60
• probabilityFakeNews: 0.00
• cleanTheLogs: On
• floorActing: On
• moveAgents: Off

Figure 22

• ticks: 100

• nRandomAgents: 20
• nInformantAgents: 10
• nImitatorAgents: 70
• nInsiderAgents: 0
• passLevel: 0.20
• trustLevel: 0.70
• probabilityNews: 0.70
• probabilityGoodNews: 0.50
• probabilityFakeNews: 0.00
• cleanTheLogs: On
• floorActing: On
• moveAgents: Off

Figure 23

• ticks: 50
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• nRandomAgents: 20
• nInformantAgents: 35
• nImitatorAgents: 45
• nInsiderAgents: 0
• passLevel: 0.20
• trustLevel: 0.70
• probabilityNews: 0.70
• probabilityGoodNews: 0.50
• probabilityFakeNews: 0.00
• cleanTheLogs: On
• floorActing: On
• moveAgents: Off

Figure 24

• ticks: 50

• nRandomAgents: 50
• nInformantAgents: 25
• nImitatorAgents: 25
• nInsiderAgents: 0
• passLevel: 0.20
• trustLevel: 0.70
• probabilityNews: 0.70
• probabilityGoodNews: 0.50
• probabilityFakeNews: 0.00
• cleanTheLogs: On
• floorActing: On
• moveAgents: Off

Figure 25

• ticks: 50
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• nRandomAgents: 50
• nInformantAgents: 25
• nImitatorAgents: 25
• nInsiderAgents: 0
• passLevel: 0.20
• trustLevel: 0.70
• probabilityNews: 0.70
• probabilityGoodNews: 0.50
• probabilityFakeNews: 0.00
• cleanTheLogs: On
• floorActing: On
• moveAgents: On

Figure 26

• ticks: 50

• nRandomAgents: 10
• nInformantAgents: 40
• nImitatorAgents: 10
• nInsiderAgents: 40
• passLevel: 0.20
• trustLevel: 0.70
• probabilityNews: 0.70
• probabilityGoodNews: 0.50
• probabilityFakeNews: 0.10
• cleanTheLogs: On
• floorActing: On
• moveAgents: On

Figure 27

• ticks: 50
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• nRandomAgents: 10
• nInformantAgents: 40
• nImitatorAgents: 10
• nInsiderAgents: 40
• passLevel: 0.20
• trustLevel: 0.70
• probabilityNews: 0.70
• probabilityGoodNews: 0.50
• probabilityFakeNews: 0.90
• cleanTheLogs: On
• floorActing: On
• moveAgents: On

Figure 28

• ticks: 50

NetLogo code
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

breed
breed
breed
breed

[randomAgents randomAgent]
[informantAgents informantAgent]
[imitatorAgents imitatorAgent]
[insiderAgents insiderAgent]

turtles-own[buy sell pass price cash stocks]
globals [nAgents side step logB logS exePrice exePrice-1 news true_news]
to setup
set exePrice 1000
set exePrice-1 exePrice
set logB []
set logS []
set news 0
set true_news 0
reset-ticks
create-randomAgents nRandomAgents
create-informantAgents nInformantAgents
create-imitatorAgents nImitatorAgents
create-insiderAgents nInsiderAgents
set nAgents count turtles
set side ceiling (sqrt nAgents)
set step world-width / side
ask turtles
[
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30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84

set
set
set
set
]
ask
ask
ask
ask

color grey
size 2
stocks 0
cash 0

randomAgents[set shape "person"]
informantAgents[set shape "person␣student"]
imitatorAgents[set shape "person␣service"]
insiderAgents[set shape "person␣business"]

let n 0
let x step / 2
let y step / 2
while [n < nAgents]
[
ask one-of turtles with [xcor = 0] [setxy x y]
set x x + step
if x > world-width [set x step / 2
set y y + step]
if y > world-width [set y step / 2]
set n n + 1
]
end
to go
if moveAgents [ask turtles[setxy 0 0] move]
ifelse random-float 1 >
ifelse random-float 1
ifelse random-float
][
ifelse random-float
]
]

probabilityNews [set news 0][
< 0.25 [
1 < probabilityGoodNews [set news 2][set news -2]
1 < probabilityGoodNews [set news 1][set news -1]

ifelse abs(news) = 2 [set true_news news][
ifelse abs(news) = 1 [
ifelse random-float 1 < probabilityFakeNews[set true_news 0][set true_news news]
][ifelse random-float 1 < probabilityFakeNews [
ifelse random-float 1 < probabilityGoodNews [set true_news 1][set true_news
-1]][set true_news news]
]
]
ask randomAgents [randomDecision]
ask informantAgents [ifelse (news = 2 or (abs(news) = 1 and random-float 1 <
trustLevel))[informantDecision][randomDecision]]
ask imitatorAgents [imitatorDecision]
ask insiderAgents [ifelse (news = 0)[randomDecision][insiderDecision]]
if cleanTheLogs[
set logB []
set logS []
]
tick
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85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140

ask turtles
[
trade
graph
]
]
end
to randomDecision
let threshold 0.5
if floorActing and exePrice < 500 [set threshold 0.8]
ifelse random-float 1 < passLevel [set pass True][set pass False]
ifelse not pass [ifelse random-float 1 < threshold [set buy True set sell False][set
sell True set buy False]]
[set buy False set sell False]
if pass [set color gray]
if buy [set color green]
if sell [set color red]
set exePrice-1 exePrice
set price exePrice + (random-normal 0 100)
end
to informantDecision
if news > 0 [
set pass False
set buy True
set sell False
set color green
set exePrice-1 exePrice
set price exePrice + random-normal 100 50
]
if news < 0 [
set pass False
set sell True
set buy False
set color red
set exePrice-1 exePrice
set price exePrice - random-normal 100 50
]
end
to imitatorDecision
let myNeighbors informantAgents with [pass = False] in-radius step
ifelse any? myNeighbors [
let myNeighbor one-of myNeighbors
create-link-with myNeighbor
ifelse [pass] of myNeighbor = True [set pass True][set pass False]
ifelse [buy] of myNeighbor = True [set buy True set color green][set buy False]
ifelse [sell] of myNeighbor = True [set sell True set color red][set sell False]
set exePrice-1 exePrice
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141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197

set price exePrice + random-normal 50 50
]
[randomDecision]
end
to insiderDecision
if true_news > 0 [
set pass False
set buy True
set sell False
set color green
set exePrice-1 exePrice
set price exePrice + random-normal 100 25
]
if true_news < 0 [
set pass False
set sell True
set buy False
set color red
set exePrice-1 exePrice
set price exePrice - random-normal 100 50
]
end
to move
let n 0
let x step / 2
let y step / 2
ask turtles[
while [n < nAgents][
ask one-of turtles with
set x x + step
if x > world-width [set
set y
if y > world-width [set
set n n + 1
]
]
end

[xcor = 0] [setxy x y]
x step / 2
y + step]
y step / 2]

to trade
if not pass[
let tmp[]
set tmp lput price tmp
set tmp lput who tmp
if buy [set logB lput tmp logB]
set logB reverse sort-by [[?1 ?2] -> item 0 ?1 < item 0 ?2] logB
if (not empty? logB and not empty? logS) and
item 0 (item 0 logB) >= item 0 (item 0 logS)[
set exePrice item 0 (item 0 logS)
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198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249

let agB item 1 (item 0 logB)
let agS item 1 (item 0 logS)
ask turtle agB [set stocks stocks + 1
set cash cash - exePrice]
ask turtle agS [set stocks stocks - 1
set cash cash + exePrice]
set logB but-first logB
set logS but-first logS
]
if sell [set logS lput tmp logS]
set logS sort-by [[?1 ?2] -> item 0 ?1 < item 0 ?2] logS
if (not empty? logB and not empty? logS) and
item 0 (item 0 logB) >= item 0 (item 0 logS)[
set exePrice item 0 (item 0 logB)
let agB item 1 (item 0 logB)
let agS item 1 (item 0 logS)
ask turtle agB [set stocks stocks + 1
set cash cash - exePrice]
ask turtle agS [set stocks stocks - 1
set cash cash + exePrice]
set logB but-first logB
set logS but-first logS
]
]
end
to graph
set-current-plot "exePrice"
plot exePrice
set-current-plot "Length␣of␣the␣logs␣B␣-␣S"
set-current-plot-pen "B␣-␣S"
plot length logB - length logS
set-current-plot-pen "0"
plot 0
set-current-plot "Length␣of␣the␣log␣B"
set-current-plot-pen "logB"
plot length logB
set-current-plot "Length␣of␣the␣log␣S"
set-current-plot-pen "logS"
plot length logS
set-current-plot "Length␣B␣-␣S␣vs.␣returns"
set-current-plot-pen "default"
if exePrice-1 != 0 [plotxy (length logB - length logS) (exePrice - exePrice-1) /
exePrice-1]
end
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